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Membership

“As a CSO from a country aspiring to become an EU member, being a CAN Europe member has helped build our 
capacities in many sectors and processes that have already happened or reached an advanced point in the 
EU, such as climate action and just transition. As part of the work in CAN Europe’s climate hub, we had an 

opportunity to compare climate legislation and processes in different EU countries and learn best practices 
and examples to be implemented in North Macedonia.” 

Elena Nikolovska, Program coordinator Climate, Eko-svest, North-Macedonia

“CAN Europe is one of the key networks that allows us to do our work effectively. It keeps us on the pulse of 
what is happening in the EU as well as in other countries. A unique feature of CAN is the specific attention  

to the Central and Eastern Europe region, which indeed requires a different approach, activities  
and narratives.”

I am personally looking forward to our continual exchanges on the key climate policies, particularly 
national climate laws, the sustainable acceleration of renewables and energy planning through the NECPs. 

In these times of multiple interconnected crises, we truly benefit from such networking, coordinated 
action on EU level and inspired action on national level.” 

Dana Mareková, Campaigner, Klima Fokus , Slovakia

“For CAN-UK, it’s been fantastic working with colleagues from CAN Europe on our shared priorities this year.
The join up across UK, Europe and international levels in CAN adds enormous value to our work.” 

Catherine Pettengell, Director, CAN UK 
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 + Four Paws, International

 + Association Resource Aarhus Center, Bosnia and Herzegovina

 + Human Development Foundation iNGEV, Turkey

 + ECCO Think Tank Foundation ETS, Italy

 + Global Focus, Denmark

 + WISE — World Information Service on Energy, Netherlands

 + CEEWeb for Biodiversity, Central & Eastern Europe

 + Green Thought Association / Yesil Düsünce Derneği, Turkey

 + Klima Fokus, Slovakia

 + Christian Blind Mission (CBM), Ireland

 + WWF CEE, Central & Eastern Europe

Numbers on the map refer to the number of members per country. 
Countries marked green are those with new members. 
 
*(1 national node + 10 members) 
**(6 national members + 13 working towards the EU)
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2022 saw a number of key moments and activities that were vital for 
reweaving human connections across our Network’s organisations both 
in Europe and globally. 

In April, we held the first In-person Spring General Assembly since 
2019 and it proved to be a wonderful week of workshops, events, and 
social moments that offered a chance to see colleagues from across the 
Network in a face-to-face setting, with the option to join remotely via 
high quality video-streaming. This was a good test of the post-Covid 
hybrid approach to our General Assemblies, and one we look forward to 
building on for 2023. 

Throughout the year, we developed our new five-year Vision & Strategy 
which will be finalised for the Spring General Assembly 2023. Bringing 
members into the process at every stage was vital to ensuring we co-
develop a strategy relevant for the entire network, and one capable of 
being owned by the membership. 

2022 also saw us make impressive strides in our collaboration and 
solidarity across the global CAN network where we strengthened our 
relationships and ties with Global South colleagues. We also developed 
our connection with other CAN Nodes, including making our first 
contribution to the Node Development Fund that supports Nodes of 
Climate Action Network with the objective of ensuring a more balanced 
distribution of resources across the nodes.

NETWORK ACTIVITIES HIGHLIGHTS

The Network

Climate Action Network (CAN) Europe is Europe’s leading NGO 
coalition fighting dangerous climate change. We are a unique network, 
in which environmental and development organisations work together 
to issue joint lobby campaigns and maximise their impact. 

With over 180 member organisations active in 38 European countries, 
representing over 1,700 NGOs and more than 40 million citizens, CAN 
Europe promotes sustainable climate, energy and development policies 
throughout Europe.

In 2022, 11 new members joined our Network. We are proud to extend 
our work to Slovakia and to strengthen our membership in the Western 
Balkans and Central and Eastern Europe. While the EU is at the core 
of our work, we also reach beyond its borders. We carry out advocacy 
work in non-EU European countries. We also unite members from across 
Europe via our activities on international climate negotiations. Having 
a committed membership base that is informed, engaged and well 
represented is at the core of CAN Europe’s ability to succeed.
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Facts  
and figures
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workshops



In 2022, CAN Europe launched “Europe Climate Connection”, a 
podcast that gives a voice to CAN Europe’s members, bringing their 
areas of expertise closer to other members and audiences. The 20 
minute episodes present climate and energy challenges in a dynamic 
and engaging way, taking the public on a journey around Europe 
as they listen. From the promises and expectations tied to COP, to 
Ireland’s building renovation and heating decarbonisation, we learnt 
more about our members’ work and about the hot topics discussed 
around the continent. 

So join us in our latest project and listen to our episodes on: 

Spotify

Apple

Webpage

8

Beginning our podcasting journey: Europe Climate Connection

https://open.spotify.com/show/6wEj1iz7uIAKWia7i8rAUw
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/europe-climate-connection/id1651848218
https://www.spreaker.com/show/europe-climate-connection
https://open.spotify.com/show/6wEj1iz7uIAKWia7i8rAUw?si=2e6a95d0ed0c497b
https://www.spreaker.com/show/europe-climate-connection
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/europe-climate-connection/id1651848218
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achievements
At CAN Europe we kicked off 2022 with a very clear agenda to focus on 
influencing the ‘Fit for 55’, the climate and energy legislative package to 
operationalise the European Green Deal. We asked for much higher ambition 
— a 65% reduction in emissions by 2030 — that would allow the EU a greater 
chance to limit the temperature rise to 1.5°C, keeping us all safer in a fit and  
fair way.

While we were still working on the aftermath of Covid on policy, funds and 
social impacts, trying to convey the many opportunities of a green recovery 
that reduces inequalities, Russia’s unjustifiable invasion of Ukraine took place in 
late February.

After the absolute shock in the first days of the war, which was strongly 
condemned by civil society including CAN Europe, it was clear that the brunt 
of the invasion was borne by millions of innocent civilians in Ukraine, and its 
repercussions were global. The invasion of Ukraine exposed Europe and the 
globe’s dangerous chronic addiction to fossil fuels. An addiction that not only 
jeopardises Europe’s energy security, and pushes many Europeans into energy 
poverty, but also harms the climate and our future.

Mainstream news, and conversations in the street, featured the need for a fast 
energy transition to a system totally run by renewables like never before. The 
war, energy price and the climate crises are all interconnected and together 
they point to a solution that climate-concerned civil society has long been 
advocating for: fewer fossil fuels and more solar and wind energy. 

While the dreadful war in Ukraine added more reasons for policy-makers in 
Europe to step up and present bold policies, including under the ‘Fit for 55’ and 
the ‘REPowerEU’ plan, there were many contradictions and loopholes in some 
of the tabled proposals, hindering the real, quick and climate proof solutions: 
phasing out fossil fuels and investing in the energy transition.

With support of our members and allies we decried false solutions, like 
Europe’s focus on diversifying fossil fuel supplies and allowing Member States 

to invest EU funds in fossil gas. CAN Europe continued to criticise the overall 
lack of ambition in the legislative proposals while suggesting clear science-
based pathways to keep us all safer. We continued to work with our members 
and partners on underscoring the social benefits that climate action and 
climate justice can bring, by tackling the root causes of many inequalities, 
including those created by climate change.

By the end of 2022, we were proud to see some improvements in the 
EU’s legislative proposals. However, there are still two big gaps: a lack of 
determination to phase out fossil fuels and end fossil fuel subsidies, and 
insufficient support for people during the fossil fuel crisis and in transitioning 
to renewables.

The EU’s commitment to reduce emissions continued to be off track in 2022. 
This was compounded by upsetting developments in the international climate 
negotiations at COP27 

where finance for adaptation and mitigation made poor progress. However, 
a historic win thanks to a massive push from civil society was achieved: an 
agreement to create a fund to address the impacts of climate change  
bringing justice to developing countries that are particularly vulnerable  
to climate change.

Despite the war in Ukraine and soaring energy prices, fossil fuels still 
dominated policy discussions and policymakers didn’t dare to loudly and 
clearly blame them for the energy crisis. We need to ensure people are 
protected from energy price hikes in the coming winters and seasons to come. 
More and more of us are affected by devastating climate catastrophes such 
as droughts, wildfires and floods, but their impacts are not felt equally. Some 
regions are more vulnerable to climate impacts, and people who suffer more 
inequalities also bear the biggest brunt. The IPCC and other scientific reports 
remind us of the urgency to act now; 2023 must be the year of implementation 
at EU and state levels, with all hands on deck to secure a safe present and 
future for all.

Overarching story | Defending the climate in turbulent times
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Repowering for  
the People

In the first quarter of the year, CAN Europe launched the ‘Repower For the 
People’ briefing. Released before the European Commission published the 

‘REPowerEU’ Plan in May, it was our response to the energy market disruption 
caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. In the first quarter of the year, CAN 

Europe launched the ‘Repower For the People’ briefing. Released before the 
European Commission published the ‘REPowerEU’ Plan in May, it was our 

response to the energy market disruption caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Photo: ©Andy Aitchinson - Ashden
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By the end of 2021, awareness of the unprecedented increases in 
global energy prices was growing. The EU’s dependence on volatile 
fossil gas, mostly from Russia, was being exposed. Following Russia’s 
unjustified invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, historically high fossil 
gas prices caused a big increase in the cost of living for Europeans. 
In March 2022, the European Commission launched a communication 
on the ‘REPowerEU’ plan outlining a series of measures to respond to 
rising energy prices and to make Europe independent from Russian 
fossil fuels well before 2030. The intention was to reduce EU demand 
for Russian gas by two thirds before the end of the year. Following 
the communication, heads of the EU Member States invited the 
Commission to flesh out the plan in May to phase out the dependency 
on Russian fossil fuels as soon as possible. CAN Europe produced a 
first paper with recommendations followed by a more comprehensive 
REPower For the People briefing to influence the drafting of the Plan. 
Our briefings outlined tangible short and mid-term recommendations 
to the Commission and Member States in order to put people and 
nature at the heart of ‘REPowerEU’.

Throughout 2022, CAN Europe advocated for a substantial revamp of 
EU funds and financial policies to accelerate and increase investments 
in the energy transition and climate action. We proactively tabled 
ambitious proposals, and intensely campaigned against climate 
regressive legislative proposals. Although the final legislation 
adopted by the EU institutions is unfortunately regressive, we 
managed to push through several damage control safeguards and 
will continue to fight for the exclusion of climate harmful investments 
within Member States’ spending plans for ‘REPowerEU’.

“It is about time the EU acknowledges that the crisis we are going through is a fossil fuel 
crisis, fuelling Russia’s atrocities, exacerbating existing energy poverty and inequalities.The 

Commission’s initial ‘REPowerEU’ communication published in March was missing a small detail: 
the people. Without the intention to empower the people, the plan risks being a band-aid — too 

weak to stop the bleeding only to cause more complications later.”

Elif Gündüzyeli, Senior Energy Policy Coordinator, renewable energy magazine

“Instead of genuinely repowering the EU, the financial leg of ‘REPowerEU’ is fueling the 
permanence of the EU’s dependence on imported fossil fuels, which led us to the current crisis.” 

Olivier Vardakoulias,Finance and Subsidies Policy Coordinator, EUOBSERVER

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/03/8-measures-ENERGY-Ukraine-1.pdf
https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/05/Repower-for-the-People-Briefing-2.pdf
https://caneurope.org/repowering-the-eu/
https://caneurope.org/repowering-the-eu/
https://caneurope.org/comments-on-rrf-of-repowereu/
https://caneurope.org/comments-on-rrf-of-repowereu/
https://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/panorama/new-can-europe-briefing-a-repower-for-20220506
https://euobserver.com/green-economy/156577


Boosting ambition in the 
EU’s 2030 climate files

Thanks to the persistent push of CAN Europe and its allies, we were able to 
improve crucial agreements across all climate files in the general revision of the 

EU’s 2030 policy framework that is needed to put the European Green Deal in 
motion, the ‘Fit For 55’ package.

2030

Photo: ©CAN Europe, 2022
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Just before the end of 2022, European policymakers rubber stamped 

multiple revisions of key EU climate policies. In particular, they 

strengthened national greenhouse gas emission targets under the 

Effort Sharing Regulation, agreed to increase the EU’s natural sink 

capacity under the LULUCF Regulation and revamped the EU’s 

carbon market, the EU Emissions Trading System.

Thanks to the persistent push from our Network, we were able to 

improve several crucial elements of the framework, particularly 

strengthening the rules for ETS revenue spending, better compliance 

and transparency for land based carbon removals and improving the 

trajectory for emission reductions in non-ETS sectors.

By pushing the EU’s overall climate ambition to -57% net emission 

cuts by 2030, these agreements were a significant step forward. 

However, the EU is still a far cry from the ambition levels necessary 

to cover its fair share in the global fight against climate breakdown.

“Only weeks after COP27 rang the alarm bells that the 1.5°C target is on 
life support, EU lawmakers missed an important and obvious opportunity 
to get the EU on track. What they agreed last night fails to put the ETS in 

line with the Paris Agreement objective and hence does not represent a 
fair contribution to fighting dangerous climate change”.

Klaus Röhrig, Head of Climate in CAN Europe, Euractiv

https://caneurope.org/eu-settles-for-paper-target-to-increase-carbon-absorption-in-forest-and-land/
https://caneurope.org/eu-settles-for-paper-target-to-increase-carbon-absorption-in-forest-and-land/
https://caneurope.org/eu-settles-for-paper-target-to-increase-carbon-absorption-in-forest-and-land/
https://caneurope.org/eus-announcement-to-increase-emissions-reduction-is-still-far-off-track-to-limit-temperature-rise-to-1-5c/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/emissions-trading-scheme/news/eu-agrees-carbon-market-overhaul-in-bid-to-hit-2030-climate-goal/


The EU finally agrees 
to a historic loss and 

damage fund 
At COP27 several EU Member States and the European Commission 

pledged loss and damage finance for the first time. This helped build 
momentum for the historic agreement to establish a loss and damage fund.  

Civil society’s role was pivotal.

Photo: ©Bianka Csenki
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Civil society around the world played a pivotal role in the historic 

decision at COP27 to establish a loss and damage fund. 

The European Parliament’s COP27 resolution reflected some key 

inputs made by CAN Europe and its members on loss and damage 

which ramped up the pressure on the European Commission and 

Council ahead of COP. 

In November through to the summit itself, a number of EU Member 

States and the European Commission pledged loss and damage 

finance for the first time. 

After years of resistance, the shift in the EU’s position helped  

move other developed countries to reaching an agreement  

among the Parties. 

“The world is watching and the clock is ticking. We will 
be holding governments to account at COP27 to ensure 
they get on the right track. The money is there – it’s a 

question of political will.”

Rachel Simon, International Finance and Development Policy Coordinator, The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2022/nov/07/us-uk-fall-billions-short-climate-funding-cop27


Strengthening work 
driven by our members 

on national planning
The LIFE UNIFY project allowed the network to add pressure and improve 

national climate and energy governance and planning. Its achievements will live 
on in a key moment for national plans through the TogetherFor1.5 project.

Photo: ©Nina Tramullas, CAN Europe, 2022
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An ambitious, robust and coherent climate and energy governance 

framework at the national level is essential to ensure that each 

European state does its part to help limit global warming to 1.5°C. It’s 

much more than just successfully adopting EU legislation: it’s about 

planning and implementing the transformative energy transition and 

the fair pathway that will ultimately lead each EU country to  

climate neutrality.

Thanks to several projects on the ground, such as EUKI’s Green 

Deal in CEE, CAN Europe continued work driven by its members on 

national climate and energy governance throughout 2022. The Unify 

project, which built an indispensable bridge between national and 

EU stakeholders for three years, came to an end. We are proud that it 

was promptly replaced by the TogetherFor1.5 project, under which 13 

national member organisations will be gearing up advocacy work for 

ambitious national climate and energy governance – starting with the 

upcoming NECP revision process. 

Achieving the goals of the European Green Deal and reaching climate 

neutrality in a Paris-compatible way cannot be achieved without 

an active engagement of citizens, as well as their ownership of the 

process, ensuring its fairness and equity. Therefore, in 2022 CAN 

Europe started to engage with the REAL DEAL Project. Together with 

other partners, we aimed to answer a key question: How can citizens 

(especially marginalised groups) be part of the deliberative and 

decision-making process in a meaningful way?

“UNIFY’s findings on final NECP assessments were 
echoed by the European Commission and the project’s 
NECP tracker tool has helped national stakeholders 

understand the misalignment between national climate 
objectives and the proposed pathways for meeting the 

objectives.”

Audrey Mathieu, Germanwatch

https://www.euki.de/en/euki-projects/green-deal-cee/
https://www.euki.de/en/euki-projects/green-deal-cee/
https://unify.caneurope.org
https://unify.caneurope.org
https://1point5.caneurope.org
https://www.realdeal.eu


Concrete pathways 
to reaching climate 

neutrality by 2040
In September, CAN Europe, Climate Analytics, and CAN Europe’s member 
AirClim, published the “1.5°C pathways for the EU27: accelerating climate 
action to deliver the Paris Agreement” report, showing that the EU could 

reach net zero emissions by 2040.

1.5°c

2040

Photo: ©Joan Sullivan

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2021/04/1.5°C-pathways-project-description.pdf
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The 1.5°C pathways for the EU27 report reveals it is possible to 

achieve 65% cuts in greenhouse gases by 2030 and net zero 

emissions by 2040 in the EU. 

The study finds that to limit the temperature rise to 1.5°C, the EU’s  

fair contribution should be to reduce its emissions by at least 65%  

by 2030. 

The report, based on the key assumptions of the Paris Agreement 

Compatible (PAC) energy scenario (2020), displays how higher 

climate ambition is technically and economically feasible if the EU 

rapidly upscales renewable energy over the coming decades, with 

wind and solar as the cornerstone of the energy transition. 

In the pathways assessed in the report, the EU27 can achieve close 

to 100% fossil-free electricity production by 2035. The transition 

to a more electrified and efficient energy system, coupled with 

behavioural and societal change, leads to strong reductions in final 

energy demand. This enables the rapid phase out of fossil fuels from 

the energy system, with renewables replacing it together with energy 

efficiency and savings measures.

CAN Europe “called on the EU to reduce emissions even faster and aim for 63 
percent to 73 percent excluding LULUCF in order to limit global warming to 1.5 

degrees. The bloc could do so (...) by ramping up electrification, by deploying 
renewables and green hydrogen more quickly, and by taking more ambitious 

measures to reduce energy demand”.

CAN Europe, Politico

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2020/06/PAC_scenario_technical_summary_29jun20.pdf
https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2020/06/PAC_scenario_technical_summary_29jun20.pdf
https://pro.politico.eu/news/154265


Growing momentum  
for a massive roll out 

of renewables
In May 2022, the European Commission launched its long awaited EU Solar 

Energy Strategy, to ensure solar energy achieves its full potential. The strategy 
was supported by a legislative proposal for a solar mandate.

Photo: ©CAN Europe, 2022
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Before the long awaited EU Solar Energy Strategy, CAN Europe 

and its members published a successful rooftop solar PV country 

comparison report. It showed that there are still significant barriers at 

national level which impede a higher uptake of rooftop solar PV, with 

many Member States still lacking the right regulatory framework and 

enabling environment. 

The legislative proposal for a solar mandate, following the EU Solar 

Energy Strategy, was a concrete hook for CAN Europe to call for 

a quick and ambitious implementation of a mandatory installation 

of solar energy on buildings. Now more than ever, there is a strong 

public demand within EU countries to embrace a solar revolution 

and to turbocharge rooftop solar. As national governments are now 

scrambling to secure alternative energy sources, it is the opportune 

moment for them to engage with citizens, communities and 

businesses and tap into the large solar energy potential of buildings 

in order to accelerate the energy transition.

Together with members and partners, CAN Europe mobilised wider 

allies to call on EU policy makers to take the necessary steps to fight 

the energy price crisis and tackle climate crisis, and commit to higher 

targets for our energy transition: 50% renewable energy and 20% 

energy efficiency targets for 2030.

“Before the end of this decade, we will need a radical transformation of 
our energy system. It should receive at least a half of its supply primarily 

from solar and wind power, while also putting public participation and 
the protection of biodiversity at its heart. For this transformation to be 

a success, it will require climate, energy and biodiversity policies to be 
looked at holistically, and to reinforce each other.”

Seda Orhan, Renewable Energy Campaign coordinator

https://caneurope.org/rooftop-solar-pv-comparison-report/
https://caneurope.org/rooftop-solar-pv-comparison-report/
https://caneurope.org/active_campaigns/together-for-100-renewable-europe/
https://caneurope.org/active_campaigns/together-for-100-renewable-europe/
https://higherambitionnow.eu
https://higherambitionnow.eu


High ambition for 
energy savings

CAN Europe pushed for higher ambition in the revision of the 
energy efficiency and buildings directives, and for a stronger role of 
renewable heating, aiming to reduce Europe’s dependence on fossil 

fuels and tackle the climate crisis.

Photo: ©Recreando, 2022

https://higherambitionnow.eu
https://caneurope.org/checklist-epbd-recast-checklist/
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In 2022, CAN Europe advocated for the multiple benefits of energy 

savings including the renovation of leaky buildings. To achieve 

ambitious positions on the revision of the Energy Efficiency Directive 

and the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, in line with the 

Paris Agreement, we successfully worked together with members 

and partners. Within our campaigns’ effort, we explored the barriers 

to the deployment of renewable heating solutions and hinted at 

possible solutions and key recommendations to accelerate buildings’ 

heating decarbonisation across Europe.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine last year further exposed our dependency 

on fossil fuels. As a result, energy savings, buildings and renewable 

heating became more salient in political discussions and on the 

streets. Although short-term interventions have taken priority, long-

term visions aiming at maximising energy savings and accelerating 

the fossil fuels’ phase out from our buildings were pushed by  

CAN Europe.

“Time has come to transform our homes. The necessary energy 
transition in the buildings sector implies a fundamental change in 

energy supply and demand.”

Mónica Vidal, Heating Campaign Coordinator, la vanguardia

“A higher binding EU energy efficiency target will be essential over 
the coming winter seasons as homes and industries look to reduce 

their energy demand and save on their energy bills”

Verena Bax, Energy Savings Policy Coordinator, ENDS EUROPE

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2023/02/202302_Final-version_CAN-Europe-briefing-on-barriers-for-renewable-heating-solutions_layout-2.pdf
https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2023/02/202302_Final-version_CAN-Europe-briefing-on-barriers-for-renewable-heating-solutions_layout-2.pdf
https://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20220319/8136645/energia-putin-consumo-hidrocarburos-luz-gas.html
https://www.endseurope.com/article/1798973/parliament-says-eu-cut-energy-use-quarter-2030


The need to phase out 
fossil fuels, more 
obvious than ever

With the energy price crisis and geopolitical changes, fishing for new fossil 
gas and attempting to revive the coal agenda occurred even as fossil fuels 

are in their twilight and a just transition is kicking off. 
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2022 should have been the decisive year for phasing out fossil gas as 

there was a clear political shift away from Russian imports into the 

EU, in addition to climate considerations. However a huge opportunity 

was turned into a daunting risk as Member States strongly betted on 

gas diversification or even coal revival. New gas import deals were 

arranged with the US, Norway but also Algeria, Nigeria, Azerbaijan 

and others. CAN Europe actively shaped public opinion on this risky 

fossil fuel push and hydrogen hype. 

During the summer we put a lot of effort into massively mobilising 

civil society and other stakeholders against greenwashing gas and 

nuclear as sustainable energy sources eligible for private funding 

sources under the EU taxonomy. Unfortunately, our work trying to 

avoid dirty energy sources being classified as green will need to 

continue in 2023.

 

Reducing methane, a very powerful greenhouse gas, goes hand-

in-hand with phasing out fossil gas by 2035. We strongly pushed 

policy makers with an independant legal analysis showing that it is 

possible to take ambitious action on reducing methane leakages from 

imported gas. 

The long-awaited approval of the Territorial Just Transition Plans 

came at the end of the year, unlocking the Just Transition Fund for 

the EU’s coal and industrial regions. However, uncertainties remain on 

ensuring commitments to Paris-compatible coal phaseout dates in a 

period of energy price and security crises which has triggered a coal 

revival in certain Member States. 

We monitored the threat of coal revival in the EU, showing the real 

picture to the media and the potential implications for the people 

and climate if the EU and Member States do not consciously take 

measures to avoid a structural return to coal.

“Any signal about having coal come back, not in a temporary way, but for good,  
would be a betrayal to the people who were promised a just transition away from  
a very dirty and unhealthy environment towards good and prosperous jobs and a 
sustainable energy system – as well as a betrayal to the investment and business 

community, so I wouldn’t think that the EU can take that risk.”

Elif Gündüzyeli, Senior Energy Policy Coordinator, CGTN

“We criticise the Commission’s plan for betting on LNG imports and hydrogen. We 
can’t replace dangerous fossil fuels with other dangerous fossil fuel sources.”

Esther Bollendorff, Senior Gas Policy Coordinator, ends, mARCH 9TH, 2022

https://www.endseurope.com/article/1749196/repowereu-green-groups-rue-missed-opportunity-break-free-fossil-fuels
https://theprint.in/environment/at-cop27-eu-says-will-back-indias-all-fossil-fuels-phase-out-bid-if-coal-pact-not-diminished/1218760/
https://act.wemove.eu/campaigns/new-rules
https://act.wemove.eu/campaigns/new-rules
https://www.context.news/net-zero/opinion/europe-classifying-gas-and-nuclear-power-as-green-is-greenwashing
https://www.context.news/net-zero/opinion/europe-classifying-gas-and-nuclear-power-as-green-is-greenwashing
https://www.eventbrite.be/e/methane-week-vernissage-and-discussions-tickets-420363968947
https://www.eventbrite.be/e/methane-week-vernissage-and-discussions-tickets-420363968947
https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/10/Methane-Legal-Study-Report-1.pdf
https://newseu.cgtn.com/news/2022-08-11/EU-environmental-targets-still-on-track-despite-coal-uptick-1couS1t3EY0/index.html
https://www.endseurope.com/article/1749196/repowereu-green-groups-rue-missed-opportunity-break-free-fossil-fuels


EU funds to genuinely 
support climate action 

— and not false 
solutions

Climate considerations have made their way into the debate on the reform of 
the EU’s economic governance. Meanwhile, scrutiny has been exercised with 

members to ensure EU funds are programmed through participatory processes and 
genuinely support climate action.

Photo: ©Callum Shaw, Unsplash
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CAN Europe and its member organisations advocated for increased 

climate action in EU spending plans. The team focused on 

scrutinising the use of both cohesion policy and recovery funds for 

climate action, with the objective of highlighting positive examples 

as well as climate-harmful investments and reforms to influence the 

debates and future legislation. 

Keeping in mind that maximising the potential of existing funds 

for climate action is crucial, CAN Europe was equally aware that 

the “climate spending gap” remained large, and the risk of seeing 

austerity return high. This is why we were intensely advocating for a 

progressive EU fiscal framework that incentivises Member States to 

invest more in climate action while phasing out fossil fuel subsidies at 

national level.

Delivering a just transition, the “Fit for 55” package and ambitious 

‘REPowerEU’ targets will require more resources from Member States, 

along with an alignment of their existing expenditures with climate, 

biodiversity and circular economy targets.

“In the climate movement, we believe that the reform of the EU fiscal rules 
is a significant opportunity to better ensure debt sustainability while 

encouraging public spending in the just and green transition. Governments 
must tax wealth, stop greenwashing, and end fossil fuel subsidies. But let’s 

say it loud and clear: If we don’t also change the EU fiscal rules on debt and 
deficit, we can’t win the battle against climate change.” 

Isabelle Brachet, Fiscal Reform Policy Coordinator, Euractiv

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/08/Final-report_UNIFY_EU-FUNDS.pdf
https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/08/Final-report_UNIFY_EU-FUNDS.pdf
https://www.rescoop.eu/toolbox/briefing-public-financing-opportunities-for-energy-communities-in-europe
https://www.euractiv.com/section/economy-jobs/opinion/we-need-a-modern-fiscal-framework-fit-for-climate-change-now/


Massive victory against 
the fossil fuel industry!
CAN Europe and partners successfully campaigned for seven EU Member States 

to withdraw from the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT). The ECT is an international 
agreement that protects fossil fuel investments and is a tool to claim compensation 

when goverments take climate action. 

Photo: ©Nina Tramullas, CAN Europe, 2022

Exit ECT
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CAN Europe and partners campaigned for the EU and European 

countries to withdraw from the climate-wrecking Energy Charter 

Treaty with success. 

We managed to draw media attention to this obscure treaty and 

put pressure on policymakers to abandon it. We published multiple 

briefings explaining CAN Europe’s position: the reform of the treaty is 

pointless and the only way forward is to exit the treaty. We managed 

to convince Spain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, 

Luxembourg and Slovenia to withdraw. This was a massive victory for 

civil society organisations! 

The team also worked with Members of the European Parliament 

to pass a resolution calling for an EU withdrawal. Subsequently, the 

European Commission suggested that the EU and Member States exit 

the ECT jointly. In 2023, if the Council agrees, this would be the first 

time the EU withdraws from an international agreement because it is 

not climate-compatible and therefore it could be an important step to 

making the rules of the global political economy work for the climate, 

not against it.

“The options that are being discussed are too weak to make the ECT  
compatible with the Paris agreement or with EU law,”

“We are not advocating that they break international law.” 

“Even in the ECT, there is a clause about withdrawal. So there is 
absolutely no breaking any law to withdraw from an agreement, 

according to the rules that are stipulated in this agreement. And the 
withdrawal procedure in ECT is very easy.”

Cornelia Maarfield, Trade Policy Coordinator, The Guardian

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/06/Why-signing-off-on-Energy-Charter-Treaty-reform-would-be-a-disaster-for-the-climate.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jun/21/young-people-go-to-european-court-to-stop-treaty-that-aids-fossil-fuel-investors


Setting out our ideas 
for a true industrial 

transformation
CAN Europe carried our transformation messages into many policy processes, and 
started to work to advocate towards concrete industrial regulations that are key to 

reducing Europe’s emissions and changing the way we produce and consume.

Photo: ©Christopher Burns, Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@christopher__burns?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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CAN Europe continued to push for industrial transformation that 

drives change through better designed products and for production 

processes that reduce environmental impacts from the start.

The team produced briefings on the transformation of the chemicals 

and steel sectors, and pushed back against a growing EU industry 

protectionist atmosphere.

Through our sustainable lifestyles work, we contributed to CAN 

Europe’s position on the EU’s ‘REPowerEU’ plan with the inclusion of 

the concept of sufficiency and energy use optimisation.

In parallel, the team contributed to the CAMPAIGNers project, 

which together with other partners aims to involve cities and their 

inhabitants in the just transition.

“Industrial transformation is central to the EU meeting environmental 
and social objectives. The EU needs policies that recognise our over-

consumption of energy and resources, and we need tools to address this. 
This includes corporate transformation plans, ecodesign of products and 

production processes, demand-side measures, and strict application of the 
polluter pays principle.”

Doreen Fedrigo, Transformation Policy Coordinator

https://caneurope.org/can-europes-transformation-pathway-recommendations-for-the-chemical-industry/
https://caneurope.org/can-europes-transformation-pathway-recommendations-for-the-steel-industry/
https://project.climate-campaigners.com


Expanding the space for 
youth and activism in 

CAN Europe
CAN Europe increased the provision of training and participation for young 

activists, who were instrumental in increasing the pressure on Loss and Damage 
around COP27.

Photo: ©CAN Europe
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CAN Europe held several meetings with young mobilisers with whom 

we shared some of our policy work (climate finance, industry, etc.).

The team developed a training programme for young activists on 

advocacy towards EU institutions, campaigning and communication.

We involved young activists in our work towards COP27, including 

through a video on Loss and Damage to EU Finance Ministers, 

participation in a climate justice camp and mobilisations in Sharm El-

Sheikh, where the climate summit was held.

“We are gradually building a dynamic space for effective 
collaboration with young activists. This strengthens 

their activism and our work ”

Samuel Martín-Sosa, Senior Network Development Coordinator

Click image to play video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XOPq3hjw_g
https://youtu.be/9XOPq3hjw_g
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Connecting progressive 
stakeholders across 
Central and Eastern 

Europe
CAN Europe created new exchange platforms to engage various CEE progressive 

stakeholders. We discussed how to build narratives for an ambitious energy 
transition that would focus on specific regional concerns — energy security and 

social aspects of climate action.

Photo: ©Ashden
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In 2022 CAN Europe organised two CEE stakeholder workshops: in 

March we addressed the “socio-economic benefits of the ‘Fit for 55’ 

package for CEE” and in June we met in Budapest to discuss the 

“climate neutral business initiatives in the context of the ‘Fit for 55’, 

with special regard to community energy”. During these events, we 

worked on ways for enhancing coordinated responses and inputs to 

the national and European climate and energy debates. In May we 

published a joint reaction to ‘REPowerEU’ in an open letter on rooftop 

solar PV, and in September, together with NGO CDE, we published 

a “CEE Energy Security Statement” targeting the Czech Presidency 

of the Council of the EU. The statement called on the Presidency 

to prioritise ambitious climate policy “as a way towards a peaceful, 

affordable, clean, and secure supply of energy for Europe”. We also 

created regular opportunities for our CEE members and partners to 

meet key EU stakeholders and strategically discuss specific regional 

energy and climate policies, related concerns and needs.

“It was a pleasure for MTVSZ to host the regional workshop on 
community energy under a joint EUKI project with CAN, CDE (Czechia) 

and ISD (Poland) in Budapest in June 2022. We contributed to the 
emergence of new cooperation initiatives among participants”.

Alexa Botar, Climate & Energy Program Director of MTVSZ — NSC — Friends of the Earth Hungary, Green 
European Journal

https://caneurope.org/open-letter-solar-energy/
https://www.cde-org.cz/media/object/2042/cee_statement_on_cz_pres_and_energy_security.pdf
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/powering-up-energy-communities-in-central-and-eastern-europe/
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/powering-up-energy-communities-in-central-and-eastern-europe/
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Western Balkans 
inching towards an 

energy transition and 
climate action

While the 2030 climate and energy targets were adopted on the Energy 
Community level, CAN Europe showcased the pathway to reaching them and 

going beyond through delivering on ambitious and credible National Energy and 
Climate Plans.

Photo: ©Energy Community, 2022
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CAN Europe focused on making sure the Western Balkans countries 

stayed set on ambitious 2030 climate and energy targets, in a time 

when disinformation and insecurity prompted countries to keep 

their fossil fuel-oriented mindset. Therefore, delivering on credible 

and ambitious National Energy and Climate Plans (NECP) in the 

region prompted us to evaluate Albanian and North Macedonia 

NECPs, the only two drafted plans so far in the Western Balkans. 

The NECP report highlighted the limited ambition in the drafted 

plans, and emphasised the gaps in delivering credible plans. Our 

recommendations provided crucial insight to other countries in the 

Western Balkan region, currently drafting their NECPs, as well as to 

our members and partners who will use them for their national work.

Building on the 2021 Lazarevac report on the Just Transition, we 

engaged a local community in Serbia to join the advocacy for a Just 

Transition, resulting in a mural at an elementary school in Belgrade, 

based on our #EnergySuperheroes comics.

“Unlocking the full potential of cross-border and 
regional cooperation in energy and climate planning 
is crucial. Therefore, the revised and new plans must 
take into consideration regional aspects, prioritising 

synergies and optimising countries’ capacities”

Frosina Antonovska, Climate and Energy Policy Officer for the Western Balkans, Balkan 
Green Energy News

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/11/NECP-report-Western-Balkans-3.pdf
https://caneurope.org/jt-lazarevac-serbia/
https://caneurope.org/press-release-the-first-school-playground-wall-in-serbia-to-absorb-dirty-air-and-talk-about-a-just-energy-transition/
https://caneurope.org/campaigns/energysuperheroes_comic/
https://balkangreenenergynews.com/rs/can-europe-spori-napredak-nacionalnih-klimatskih-i-energetskih-planova-na-zapadnom-balkanu/
https://balkangreenenergynews.com/rs/can-europe-spori-napredak-nacionalnih-klimatskih-i-energetskih-planova-na-zapadnom-balkanu/
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Climate coalition  
in Turkey:  

Stronger together
Climate NGOs are collaborating to build a net zero and resilient future 

for Turkey.

Photo: ©Servet Dilber, CAN Europe, 2018
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CAN Europe and its Turkish partners and members kicked off the 

2030 climate target campaign with the motto “ambitious climate 

target for the resilient future of Turkey”. A strong coalition of local 

civil society organisations united in this campaign, advocating for a 

target of a 35% absolute reduction in emissions by 2030.

The coal phase out from the power sector and the push for a just 

transition to a sustainable future in Turkey was spearheaded by a 

progressive climate movement, actively engaged in various initiatives 

such as coal exit finance, and green economic development at the 

local level. CAN Europe and its partners actively contributed to 

the coal phase-out agenda and just transition initiatives, including 

a groundbreaking study exploring the potential for developing 

an olive-based manufacturing industry in Milas, a region that has 

been reliant on coal plants and open pit lignite mines for over four 

decades. Additionally, CAN Europe collaborated with local trade 

unions and WWF Turkey to bring together local anti-coal movement 

representatives and trade union representatives for the first time to 

discuss the coal phase-out agenda.

“We need to aim to reduce emissions in absolute terms, 
meaning ‘from today’. According to Turkey’s calculation, 
the country’s emissions by 2030 will increase. This target 
is inconsistent with the decision taken at the last COP ‘to 

set stronger 2030 targets”

Elif Cansu İlhan, Turkey Policy Expert, Bianet

https://caneurope.org/content/uploads/2022/04/The-Olive-sector-in-Milas-Report-Eng-Sum.pdf
https://m.bianet.org/bianet/print/270410-cop27-umutlar-umutsuzluklar
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Finance
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Income  2022
CAN Europe  4,260,450.85
European Climate Foundation 2,049,047.63

European Commission  1,420,752.78

Membership Fees  142,635.00

KR Foundation 140,789.23

German Government 136,260.46

Environment Defense Fund 106,679.84

NPT UK  47,250.62 

Funders For Fair Trade  50,163.97

Belgian government 44,815.00 

Rockefeller Brothers Fund 43,020.01 

Climate Works Foundation 30,473.00

Schwab Charitable  19,165.41

Other income  29,397.90

CAN International  65,794.67
Europe Beyond Coal Campaign  1,622,922.33 
European Climate Foundation  1,010,692.25

Schwab Charitable  239,318.06

Climate Works Foundation  229,498.38

Climate Works Foundation  143,483.64

TOTAL  5,949,237.85 

€
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Board of 
directors



CAN Europe has a Board of Directors, which is appointed by its 
General Assembly. Elections for new Board members will take place in 
April 2023. In 2022, the Board was comprised: 

Josianne Gauthier
Secretary General at CIDSE

Tore Braend
Advisor, Norwegian Forum for 
Development and Environment, 
Norway

Jean-Pascal Van 
Ypersele
Independent Scientist (Former 
Vice-President of IPCC), Belgium

Alison Doig
Energy and Climate Intelligence 
Unit, UK

Zsolt Bauer 
European Branch Manager, 
Climate Reality Project 

Tim Gore
Head of the Low Carbon and 
Circular Economy Programme, 
Institute for European 
Environmental Policies (IEEP)

Ester Asin
Director of WWF-EPO

Malte Hentschke-
Kemper
Deputy Managing Director and 
Advisor for climate and energy 
policy at Klima-Allianz, Germany

Muratcan IŞILDAK
Head of Board of Genç Düşünce 
Enstitüsü (Turkey)

Tijana Ljubenović
Member of Young Researchers of 
Serbia (a member of YEE)
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our Team



director Climate policy

Energy policy

Chiara Martinelli
Director

dora Petroula
Deputy Director

Elif Gündüzyeli 
Interim Head of 
Energy
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Ulriikka Aarnio
Senior Climate & 
Land Use Policy 
Coordinator

Klaus Röhrig
Head of Climate

Erich Castro Dias
Land Use & Carbon 
Dioxide Removal 
Policy Officer

Romain Didi
Climate Governance 
& Human Rights 
Policy Coordinator 

Silvia Valentini
Climate Policy 
Officer

Esther 
Bollendorff 
Senior Gas  
Policy Coordinator

Veerle Dossche
Energy Policy 
Coordinator

Seda Orhan
Renewable 
Energy Campaign 
Coordinator

Brigitta Bozsó
TogetherFor1.5 
Project Manager

Mónica Vidal
Heating Campaign 
Coordinator

Verena Bax
Energy Savings 
Policy Coordinator

Marta Anczewska
Energy Policy 
Coordinator

Dimitris Tsekeris
Energy Scenarios 
Project Manager

eVA bRARDINELLI
Buildings Policy 
Coordinator

fLORA wITKOWSKI
Gas Policy Officer



fINANCE, inTERNATIONAL & tRADE pOLICY

eUROPE IN TRANSITION POLICY

pRODUCTION AND cONSUMPTION POLICY

Communications

Sven Harmeling
International 
Climate Policy 
Coordinator

rACHEL siMON
Climate & 
Development Policy 
Coordinator
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Isabelle Brachet
Fiscal Reform Policy 
Coordinator

aNUNA dE wEVER
Trade & Investment 
Policy Campaign 
Officer

Olivier 
Vardakoulias
Finance and 
Subsidies Policy 
Coordinator

cORNELIA 
mAARFIELD
Trade Policy 
Coordinator

Elif Cansu Ilhan
Turkey Policy Officer 

dOREEN fEDRIGO
Industrial 
Transformation 
Policy Coordinator

Nina Tramullas
Interim Head of 
Communication

Özlem Katisoz
Policy Coordinator 
for Turkey

Boris Jankowiak
Steel Transformation 
Policy Coordinator

Cristina Dascalu
Communication 
Coordinator

Viktor Berishaj
Western Balkans 
Energy & Climate 
Policy Coordinator

Giulia Nardi
Industrial 
Transformation 
Policy Officer

James O’Connor
Communication 
Coordinator

Maša Perović
Communication 
Coordinator

Frosina  
Antonovska
Climate & Energy 
Policy Officer for 
Western Balkans

Adam Leckius 
Lifestyle Policy 
Officer

Doruntina Basha 
Communication 
Coordinator

Laura 
Franceschin
Communication 
Officer
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Lionel dehalu
Head of 
Operations

Reinhilde  
Stinders
Senior Finance 
& Admin 
Coordinator

Winfried 
Hoke
Office and IT 
coordinator

Clarissa  
Spencer
Finance & Admin 
Coordinator

Maria Radikov
Finance 
Coordinator

César  
Chantraine
Human 
Resources 
Coordinator

We also gratefully thank the following staff members that helped 
us implement our work in 2022, but have since left us: 

Network Development

Europe beyond coal

Administration

Federico Mascolo
Together for 1.5 
Project Policy 
Coordinator

Joe Inwood
Network 
Development 
Coordinator

Kristina Naunova
Network 
Development & 
REAL DEAL Project 
Coordinator

Kasia Ugryn
Network 
Development 
Coordinator

Tom Boyle
Head of Network 
Development

Samuel  
Martín-Sosa
SPARK Project 
Manager

Olivia Saxer
Fundraising 
& Network 
Development 
Coordinator

CAN Europe strongly supports the phase out of coal by both hosting 
the ‘Europe Beyond Coal’ campaign secretariat and by integrating the 
coal debate in our regular policy work as well as by supporting our 
members and allies in Turkey and the Western Balkans through CAN 
Europe’s coal team. 

In 2022, ‘Europe Beyond Coal’ transitioned towards a broader 
campaign focus, ‘Beyond Fossil Fuels’, launching in 2023 and with the 
objective to free us from all fossil fuels and transition to a renewables-
based European electricity sector.

Dylan Underhill
Rachel Brabbins
Jessica den Outer
Tatiana Shauro
Edoardo Concari

Giuseppe Costanzo
Harriet Mackail Hill 
Nicolas Derobert 
Elli Tessier 
Jörg Mühlenhoff

We would also like to thank our interns who joined the team 
in 2022:  

Eliot Primault
Jada Kennedy

Ruta Zulpaite

https://caneurope.org/about-us/staff#Europe_Beyond_Coal
https://caneurope.org/about-us/staff#Europe_Beyond_Coal
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Creating a new management team

In June 2022, CAN Europe set up a Management Team in order to ensure the smooth running 
and management of CAN Europe’s Secretariat and Network. The team has concrete objectives 
to 1) strengthen information sharing across departments and teams (internal communication); 
2) improve collective strategising and implementation of activities; 3) guide prioritising and 
de-prioritising of objectives and workstreams. The Management Team is made up of:

Chiara Martinelli, Director 

Dora Petroula, Deputy Director 

Lionel Dehalu, Head of Operations

Nina Tramullas, Interim Head of Communication

Tom Boyle, Head of Network Development

Klaus Röhrig, Head of Climate

Elif Gunduzyeli, Interim Head of Energy
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Climate Action Network (CAN) Europe is Europe’s leading NGO 
coalition fighting dangerous climate change. With over 180 member 
organisations active in 38 European countries, representing over 
1,700 NGOs and more than 40 million citizens, CAN Europe promotes 
sustainable climate, energy and development policies throughout 
Europe. CAN Europe is a regional node of Climate Action Network, 
the world’s largest environmental network with over 1,700 Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGOs) active in more than 130 
countries, driving collective and sustainable action to fight the 
climate crisis and to achieve social and racial justice by convening 
and coordinating civil society at the UN climate talks and other 
international fora. CAN Europe members work to achieve this goal 
through joint actions, information exchange and the coordinated 
development of NGO strategy on international, regional, and national 

climate issues. CAN Europe members place a high priority on both 
a healthy environment and development that “meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs” (Brundtland Commission). CAN Europe’s 
vision is to protect the atmosphere while allowing for sustainable and 
equitable development worldwide.

Climate Action Network Europe

Mundo-B, Rue d’Edimbourg 26

Brussels 1050, Belgium

www.caneurope.org

Follow us

Photo: ©Sami Dellah

Podcast

http://www.caneurope.org 
https://open.spotify.com/show/6wEj1iz7uIAKWia7i8rAUw?si=2e6a95d0ed0c497b
https://www.spreaker.com/show/europe-climate-connection
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/europe-climate-connection/id1651848218
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